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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-B-Frida-101
Art.Description: Waisted blouse with a high round neckline, 

a wide hemline and a small zipper at the back.
Quality: CO 92% EA 8%

Colour: White 101
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-B-Basic-8-201
Art.Description: Straight cut blouse with a small collar with button closure on the 
back, as well as turn back sleeve cuffs. The back is longer than the front hemline.

Quality: CO 100%
Colour: Black 201 - Also available in White 101
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-B-Basic-11-201
Art.Description: Blouse with a stand-up collar and a shortened button placket, 

as well as a incorporated elastic band at the hemline.
Quality: CO 100%

Colour: Black 201 - Also available in White 101
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-B-Fabrizia-501
Art.Description: Bi-colour blouse with a wide turn-down collar. 
Wearable as a crop version in white or in the long version with 
the bottom part in red - the red part is removable with snaps.

Quality 1: CO 100%     Quality 2: CO 100%
Colour: Red-White 501
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-B-Faride-101
Art.Description: Wide cut blouse with a round neckline and wide horizontal volants 

in the front and back, as well as on the sleeves. The hem ends are rounded to 
the sides and a "false" button placket is placed on the front.

Quality: CO 100%
Colour: White 101 - Also available in Black 201
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-B-Felicitas-101
Art.Description: Blouse with a boat neckline and wide balloon sleeves 
with ruffles at the shoulders and wide cuffs, as well as two vertical 

running stripes on the back made out of contrast fabric.
Quality 1: VI 74% PA 26%     Quality 2: CO 100% 

Colour: White 101
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-B-Flora-502
Art.Description: Straight cut blouse in viscose with wide balloon sleeves, 

a small collar, large breast pockets and cuffs in contrasting white premium cotton. 
Wearable with an additional detachable collar in fine cotton-silk batiste with long 

red ribbons for tying.
Quality 1: VI 81% PA 19%     Quality 2: CO 100%     Quality 3: CO 68% SE 32%

Colour: Berry-White 502
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Art.Nr.: G22-SS-B-Fibi-502
Art.Description: Wide carmen blouse with small elastic bands at the neckline and 
sleeve hemlines, as well as extra wide poet sleeves. The bi-colour underpart is made 

of two different fabric components - dupion silk and premium cotton.
Quality 1: VI 81% PA 19%     Quality 2: SE 100%     Quality 3: CO 96% EA 4%

Colour: Berry-White 502
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-DR-Florence-101
Art.Description: Maxi dress made of fine cotton-silk batiste with long 

vertical tucks, a small stand-up collar and a long button placket in the front. 
At the hips line runs a horizontal stripe with many small tucks and two small 
pockets in the front part. The skirt part is equipped with three large volants, 

which become larger from the top to the bottom.
Quality: CO 68% SE 32%

Colour: White 101
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-DR-Fehmke-302
Art.Description: Leo printed dress with long vertical tucks in the 
two-layered top and a sophisticated drawstring waist. In addition, 

the dress has two long side slits, as well as hidden pockets in the side seam.
Quality 1: VI 70% SE 30%     Quality 2: SE 100%

Colour: Leo Print 302
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-T-Fernanda-302
Art.Description: Leo printed spaghetti strap top with a v-neckline 

and contrasting color lining.
Quality 1: VI 70% SE 30%     Quality 2: SE 100%

Colour: Leo Print 302
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-SK-Fia-302
Art.Description: Long leo printed wrap skirt with hidden pockets 

in the side seam and long ties at the waist.
Quality: VI 70% SE 30%
Colour: Leo Print 302
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-BU-Flavia-509
Art.Description: Tight fitted bustier with a ballerina neckline, 

wide straps and a zipper in the side seam.
Quality: SE 100%

Colour: Bright Pink 509
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-T-Fenja-509
Art.Description: Wide cutted one-shoulder top with wide volants at 
the neckline and sleeve, as well as hidden pockets in the side seam.

Quality: SE 100%
Colour: Bright Pink 509
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Art.Nr.: G22-SS-DR-Filipa-509
Art.Description: Wide cutted dress with a wide volant at the hemline and a 

sophisticated back neckline, as well as hidden pockets in the side seam. In addition, 
you can wear the dress waisted with a matching wide belt.

Quality: SE 100%
Colour: Bright Pink 509
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-SK-Demi-509 
Art.Description: Flared skirt with a wide volant and a high elastic waistband. 
The skirt part is equipped with three large tucks, which become larger from 

 the top to the bottom. 
Quality: SE 100% 

Colour: Bright Pink 509
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-TS-Franca-101
Art.Description: Premium jersey t-shirt with a round neckline.

Quality: VI 94% EA 6% 
Colour: White 101 - Also available in Black 201
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-DR-Funda-101
Art.Description: Waisted dress with a high round neckline and a wide 

swinging skirt part, as well as a small zipper on the back.
Quality: CO 92% EA 8%

Colour: White 101
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-TS-Basic-1-201
Art.Description: Premium jersey t-shirt with a round neckline, a wide 

and irregular volant at the hemline. The volant is made in premium cotton.
Quality 1: VI 94% EA 6%     Quality 2: CO 100%
Colour: Black 201 - Also available in White 101
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-P-Deily-104
Art.Description: Pants with a wide leg and a generously number of pleats 

worked into the waistband on the front, as well as pockets in the side seam.
Quality: VI 99% EA 1%
Colour: Milk White 104
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-P-Deily-301 
Art.Description: Pants with a wide leg and a generously number of pleats worked 
into the waistband on the front, as well as pockets in the side seam. In addition, 
two fine holes are incorporated on the bottom trouser-legs to pull through small 

ribbons for tying around the ankles.
Quality: SE 100% 

Colour: Warm Grey 301
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-J-Fabienne-303
Art.Description: Loose-fit four button blazer with a wide, rising lapel and 

two welt pockets on the front, as well as a slit on the back.
Quality 1: VI 70% LI 30%      Quality 2: VI 70% SE 30% 

Colour: Grey Checked 303
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-P-Deily-303
Art.Description: Pants with a wide leg and a generously number of pleats worked 

into the waistband on the front, as well as pockets in the side seam
Quality 1: VI 70% LI 30%      Quality 2: VI 70% SE 30% 

Colour: Grey Checked 303
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-P-Fannie-303
Art.Description: High waisted bermudas with side pockets and 

long darts on the front, and two welt pockets on the back.
Quality 1: VI 70% LI 30%      Quality 2: VI 70% SE 30% 

Colour: Grey Checked 303
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-P-Filomena-501
Art.Description: Mid waisted pants with a tapered leg towards the hemline 

and side slash pockets, as well as two welt pockets at the back.
Quality: CO 48% PA 45% EA 7%

Colour: Red 501
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Art.Nr.: HG22-SS-C-Feline-301
Art.Description: Wide, double-breasted trench coat with a belt, separate shoulder 
and back yokes, and extra-long shoulder epaulets and sleeve belts. A large slit is 

processed on the back, as well as two slanted flap pockets on the front.
Quality: SE 100%

Colour: Warm Grey 301
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